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1. Objectives

To test Future Search as a participatory 
method for sustainable mobility 
planning in polycentric regions, draw 
lessons for transferability and develop 
guidelines

2. Results

Benchmark indicators and data tool to 
detect polycentric regions in Europe

Future Search workshops at European 
level and in six regions

Guidelines to apply the Poly-SUMP 
methodology in polycentric regions

POLY-SUMP PROJECT
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Six polycentric regions in Europe

Marche Region (Italy)

Central Alentejo (Portugal) 

Hearth of Slovenia 

Central Macedonia (Greece) 

Rhine Alps (Austria) 

Parkstad Limberg (Netherlands)
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POLY-SUMP FOCUS
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An operational definition of polycentric regionsThe 
“Diffuse City” concept

Poly-SUMP
focus

.

«Network of medium-to-small cities and peri-urban villages

In a relatively compact area that could be travelled with a

commuting time not exceeding 1 hour and not dominated by

a large central city»



Understand 

your region
Create common ground 

and vision

Action plan assessment 

& implementation

Prepare for Future 
Search (6 months)

• Define the multi-
centric region profile 
(first data collection of 
key indicators)

• Identify key 
stakeholders and  their 
level of expectation for 
entering the process

• Invite and engage key 
stakholders
representatives to the 
Future Search (min 30 
to max 60 participants)

Future Search (3 days workshop)

Conditions for success:

• Bring the whole system in the room

• Explore the “whole elephant” (global 

context) before seeking to fix any 

part (local action)

• Focus on common grounds and 

future action

• Have people self-manage their own 

groups and be responsible for action

Workshop process:

• Shared diagnostic

• The future we want

• Building an Action Plan

Follow-up (12 to 18 months)

• Analyze barriers and drivers for 

actions implementation

• Develop package of measures 

for sustainable multi-centric 

mobility

• Impact evaluation of measures

• Develop business models, 

procurement and financial 

considerations for 

implementation

STAGE 1 STAGE 2 STAGE 3

THE POLY-SUMP METHODOLOGY - OVERVIEW
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1. Understand your region

FUTURESEARCHFUTURESEARCH

ACTION 
Groups
ACTION 
Groups

2. Create common 
ground and vision

3. Scenario development 
& action plan assessment

POLY-SUMP STAGES & SUMP CYCLE



Understand 

your region
Create common ground 

and vision

Action plan assessment 

& implementation

Prepare for Future 
Search (6 months)

• Six polycentric profiles

Future Search (3 days workshop)

• Six Future Search workshops

Follow-up (12 to 18 months)

• Analyze barriers and drivers for 

actions implementation

• Guidelines for transferability

STAGE 1 STAGE 2 STAGE 3

THE POLY-SUMP METHODOLOGY - TEST
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Making a regional profile using the web tool
Benchmark Indicators

Goal

• Easy to grasp data

• Show the “poly-centricity 
profile” in the region

• Socio-demography

• Traffic demand

• Overall picture of the 
network of cities / urban 
poles

• Output: Spider diagram 
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Making a regional profile using the web tool 
Indicators (region structure)

Partner Regions help the Twin Regions to fill in the tool

• Population Density 

• Population living in intermediate poles over the 

total population

• Distribution of inhabitants

• Distribution of work places

• Distribution of employed residents related to 

distribution of work places

• Average travelling distance to work place

• Average travelling distance to recreation

• PT trips (working day)

• Non-motorised trips (working day)

• Interdependence index in transport demand 

(working day)
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Experiences of working with the regional profile 
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• Star shaped 

• Polycentric 
region with a 
strong capital

Star

• Highly 
polycentric 
regional 
structure

Moon

• Low travel 
interdependency

• Polycentric 
structure

Donald 
Duck

Central Macedonia
Central Alentejo

Rhine Valley, 

Marche Region, 

Eastern Macedonia

Sarets

Parkstadt Limburg, 
Heart of Slovenia, 
Noord Limburg, 
Obersteiermark-
West, Maribor, 

Sarets
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Future Search – Workshop Structure

Day 1 Day 2 Day 3

Critical diagnostic

Creative prospective

Common Ground

Action Plan

Past Present Future Making the Future happens
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Pros and cons compared to the conventional way of making a SUMP

PROS CONS

Back-casting and goal oriented - envisioning the future 
we want and trying to find a way to get there. the approach 
promotes management by objectives, taking an active 
lead in the development of the region rather than a predict 
and provide perspective bounded to the single city level.

Strongly dependent on the right mix of 
stakeholders - the method is based on the idea of 
bringing “the whole system in the room”, if this fails 
also the subsequent process and the final outcomes 
suffer.

More efficient process  - A huge amount of knowledge, 
understanding, consultations etc. is exchanged and 
carried out within three days. In the traditional consultation 
processes eliciting such quantity and quality of knowledge 
can take much more time, in order of months, not days.

Not easy to get many stakeholders involved for a 
long time (3 days) - the local future search workshop 
requires that important stakeholders take the time to 
commit to the workshop. This can be difficult, and a lot 
of effort needs to be put into the process for making it 
happen. 

Open to everybody knowledge and contribution - the 
approach captures ideas and needs also from outside the 
conventional world of transport practitioners, involving 
different categories of mobility stakeholders that may be 
new to the topic but are heavily affected as well by mobility 
problems. Everybody is expert in his/her own field, and an 
even playing field ensures that everybody contributes to 
the process.

Limited time available for using technical 
knowledge during the workshop - the knowledge in 
the workshop is mostly brought in by the participants, 
there is only very limited time to discuss diagnostic 
information and no room for more technical 
presentations from external experts. If the participants 
does not hold already on their own an accurate 
knowledge of the situation this might lead to propose 
unrealistic actions.
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Future Search Action Plans & polycentric sustainable mobility planning

How may help to implement sustainable
mobility in polycentric regions?

What are the main obstacles?

Fast process, quick identification of shared 
objectives and possible solutions engaging several 
actors in the region.

Feasibility and legitimacy of the actions: 
especially for new ideas and actions, a feasibility 
assessment is needed. In addition, committed 
participants can still lack collectively the authority 
and legitimate power to implement some of the 
proposed actions. 

Helps identify the needed support and 
commitment, by engaging key persons in charge 
with a bottom-up approach.

Legitimacy of the actors: by the same token, it 
could be argued that the whole Future Search 
approach is not a policy deliberation setting, and the 
legitimacy of participants to propose solutions may 
be questioned

Can speed up the process of developing and 
agreeing on a coordinated SUMP for the whole 
polycentric region..

Limited scope: the polycentric region might be too 
small for tackling some problems that require a 
wider region or an intervention of an higher level of 
government, requiring to upscale the approach to a 
wider region 

Helps to identify implementation and related funding 
opportunities, e.g. by identifying pilot “no regret” 
actions with immediate support.

Get funding for the actions indicated in the Action 
Plan: especially for more “heavy” actions there 
might be a problem to get funding.
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POLY-SUMP PRODUCTS

� GUIDELINES

� DATA TOOL TO DRAW THE POLYCENTRIC REGION PROFILE

� FUTURE SEARCH FACILITATION HANDBOOK

� PROJECT EVALUATION REPORT

� FINAL PUBLISHABLE REPORT

AVAILABLE AT www.poly-sump.eu


